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>> Work in progress
Creative and commercial tasks and processes
uncompromised?
Challenges and practices of leadership?
Context of a heavy metal band & “indie” label
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SAKARA RECORDS, independent Finnish label founded in 2003
• started by the members of Mokoma to produce their own music
• expanded to produce records for a few other Finnish bands as well
(Stam1na, Diablo, Rytmihäiriö, Thunderstone…)
• MOKOMA and STAM1NA in focus
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h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jk_qi-4ExR4

STS – Insomnium - GB

Toni-Matti Karjalainen @ Music Exports SIBA Oct-Nov 2010
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DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP AT SAKARA RECORDS
How are tasks and leadership duties distributed?
What kind of roles, expertise and interests do the Sakara
“community” members pose?
What kind of a social networks and relationships have been
formed?
How to combine/separate the commercial and creative
processes (running a label, managing bands vs. writing and
performing ass-kicking tunes) ?
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NEXT…

in-depth interviews
• members of Mokoma, Stam1na, and other Sakara bands
• Selected external partners
+ interviews in Finnish music magazines
+ “ethnography”
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Some theoretical grounds…
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TEAM LEADERSHIP
(organization/management/entrepreneurship studies)
Leadership is crucial for enabling team effectiveness
Several trends in team design, use, and structure stress the
importance of internal team leadership
(eg. Carson et al., 2007)

The complexity and ambiguity that teams often experience
make it unlikely that a single external leader can
successfully perform all necessary leadership functions
(Day, Gronn, & Salas, 2004)
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TEAM LEADERSHIP (organization/management studies)
Self-managing teams (SMT) are well established and
deeply rooted in many industries
(Lawler, Mohrman, & Ben- son, 2001; Manz & Sims, 1987)

Forms of teamwork that emphasize knowledge-based
work, on individuals who have high levels of expertise and
seek autonomy in how they apply their knowledge and
skills (DeNisi, Hitt, & Jackson, 2003)
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TEAM LEADERSHIP (organization/management studies)
This view (SMT) contrasts with the “traditional” view of
leadership, vertical leadership
• emphasizes the importance of a manager positioned
hierarchically above and external to a team
• is not adaptive to the needs of the creative industries
Creativity is based on expression which makes its
management and contribution to value creation different
(Thompson et al., 2007)
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DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP
Team leadership > distributed and focused
(Carson et al., 2007, p. 1218)

Distributed leadership: when two or more individuals share
the leadership roles and responsibilities of the team
Focused leadership: by a single individual
In distributed leadership, team members both lead and
follow, depending on the issue and task
Leadership may also shift and rotate over time
Fluidity, improvisation…
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DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP
The distributed leadership pattern is necessarily emergent
(Barry 1991)

- begins with different members initiating directions in areas
they are naturally predisposed toward and that are needed
by the team
- As different people seek and are tacitly or openly granted
responsibility for different leadership functions, a dynamic
pattern of distributed leadership gradually takes form
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DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP
Natural in ”Knowing-in-practice” organizations (?)
The view of “knowing-in- practice” embraces the dynamics
between entrepreneurship, play and creativity
(Gherardi and Strati, 2012)

… grounded on and embodied in the materiality of the
tacit, relational and aesthetic nature of everyday
organizational life
(Strati, 1999)
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Sakara is a creative community
based on friendship, trust, and
ad hoc leadership practices
And a prime example of a
“knowing-in-practice”
organization
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Table 1. The key roles of Mokoma band members in Sakara Records and Mokoma.
PERSON
Tuomo
Saikkonen
(guitar)

BACKGROUND
Joined Mokoma
in 1997 as a
second guitarist
Founded Sakara
Records together
with other
members of
Mokoma in
2003.

Kuisma
Aalto
(guitar)

Joined Mokoma
in late 1997 as
the first guitarist.
Founded Sakara
Records together
with other
members of
Mokoma in
2003.
Founded
Mokoma in
1996.

Marko
Annala
(vocals)

Janne
Hyrkäs
(drums)

Joined Mokoma
in 2000.

Santtu
Hämäläinen
(bass)

Joined Mokoma
in 2004.

@ SAKARA RECORDS
Took on the role of
Managing Director and
performs the tasks of A&R,
digital business (internet),
and operative management,
is also “the guardian of the
treasure chest”.

@ MOKOMA (BAND)
His roles (besides being one of
the two lead guitarists) include
producing, A&R,
arrangements, and composing
to a point
He also offers backup for
Marko Annala in the creative
process of Mokoma, acts as a
HRM in the band and takes
care of some business issues.
Together with Tuomo
Is much involved in
Saikkonen is one of the most composing new songs in close
visible members in Sakara
collaboration with the
When dealing with business “creative leader” Marko
matters. Provides support
Annala, and also involved in
for Saikkonen. Takes care of the production process of the
PR, design and
new material.
visualization, and digital
business
Due to his very intense
Is the creative leader of
involvement in the creative
Mokoma: writes nearly all the
process of Mokoma, has a
lyrics, composes majority of
relatively small and least
the songs, plans for the visual
visible part in Sakara
side of releases and takes
Records
actively part also in creating
Is more of a “spiritual force the albums covers (mostly
in the background” or the
with their “household” graphic
“creative enthusiastist”
designer / cartoonist Ville
rather than an actual
Pirinen). Is the most visible
contributor to the day-to-day member of Mokoma on stage
tasks. Is “present when
and in media.
needed”, “nodding along”
To some extent, acts as a
back-up for Tuomo
Saikkonen in creative issues
and signing new bands.
Handles most of the
copyright issues.
Main responsibilities
Does not take part in the
include being in charge of
composition process itself but
the merchandising process,
is characterized of being a
and also to some extent
visionary player providing
practicing the role of an
feedback when needed.
A&R.
No clear role in Sakara
Takes actively part in
Records.
composition, thought being
more of a “extempore
composer”.

Emergence and distribution of the roles

At Sakara, each member have participated in “leadership”
based on their abilities and strengths
“We have not used a white-board to divide the roles, rather they have
been distributed/formed naturally”
“The person with most interest in the issue at hand typically gets the
case, someone suggesting of doing something normally ends up doing
it”
“We are not a publishing or a distribution company. Our strengths are in
understanding and in sparring the creative process instead of productive
publishing.”
”It was decided early on that we will not be tha faces in relation to media
and publishing (PR), there needs to be another person”
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Both the creative and commercial tasks are driven by passion
(ref. entrepreneurial passion)
“It’s important to have fun”
The guys are determined – some unintentionally, some more intentionally
– to keep things running on a hobby basis
… and were extremely keen on pushing “the commercial stuff” in the
hands of someone else, while focusing on the creative side themselves…
“Routine kills creativeness”
“Thinking success too much” and planning were seen having negative
effect on creativity
“There cannot be “a five-year plan in a creative process”
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NEXT…

The creative process seems to overrule the commercial
process
Structure and planning in commercial processes are of course present
and identifiable, but often externalized (agents, promoters,
distributors…)
The main principle in running the business is to keep it on a level which
does not threaten the creative process of Mokoma > The decisions and
actions of Sakara must aim at ensuring sufficient resources for Mokoma to
record and release

The group seems to be working highly based on mutual trust
-

The acting members in Sakara Records do not get paid for their
efforts
“Business talks” are often done while playing ice hockey, etc.
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In Mokoma, the roles are more fixed and straightforward
“In a way of course it is Marko leading Mokoma, background being what
it is and since he is making almost 100% of the lyrics.”
“The roles are very different and everyone has the right to do and say
what they wish, everyone will be listened to, but due to his role in the
band, the band naturally is led by Marko.”
“Four dudes are composing, but before Marko has finished 4-5 new
songs for the record, he does not have enough confidence to be able to
listen to others. In that sense the process always goes with Marko in front,
kind of leading it, though it is not lead intentionally but rather by
example.”
“Everyone is full aware of each other’s strengths and personalities to use
as a guidance.”
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Clearly differentiated creative and commercial processes
In Sakara/Mokoma, the business leader (Saikkonen) and the
creative leader (Annala) have clearly different roles and
responsibilities
In fact, the creative leader has been relesased from nearly all
routine-like tasks or tasks involving business just not to
interfere with the creative process
The roles are formed and divided naturally based on each
individual’s strengths, backgrounds and interests
The roles have formed naturally and are based on mutual
trust
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“Alliances” > members with similar strengths tend to form
alliances both at Sakara and in Mokoma
- regarding Sakara businesses, Saikkonen and Aalto form a
pair
- in Sakara creative matters (e.g. visual identity), Saikkonen
turns to Annala
- in Mokoma, Kuisma and Annala form a pair when dealing
with creative matters, song composing, etc.
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NEXT…
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NEXT…
Concerning

the roles of managing and supporting Sakara’s
other bands, roles have also been divided on the basis of
members’ expertise and interests.
Saikkonen and Kuisma, the business “division” of Sakara are,
for instance, in charge of Stam1na’s issues. This concerns the
business side of the band, for the most part, but sometimes
they are also strongly part of the creative processes of
Stam1na.
Annala in turn has no role there: “I don’t even have the
possibility to participate in Stam1na’s recording project
because I’m so fully involved in my own making (Mokoma).”

NEXT…
Stam1na’s
songwriting and recording is very much managed
as a team activity, even though vocalista and guitarist Antti
”Hyrde” Hyyrynen is the principal creative force of the band,,
”the artistic leader”.

Stam1na is really as the extended family of Sakara and
Mokoma: they have made numerous joint shows and tours,
and their strong liaisons on the personal level are very
strongly felt when spending time with the band.
Stam1na is treated as a highly independent unit fully in
charge of their own creative contents; Sakara has given them
full artistic freedom and trust in creative matters.
The business issues of Stam1na are typically negotiated in
close collaboration with Sakara, Saikkonen in particular.

NEXT…
All issues

opinion.

are however dictated by the band’s own vision and

In many creative decisions, Sakara and Saikkonen have
however acted as an important person in giving feedback
and helping with many practical issues related to recording
and following decisions.
Saikkonen has also taken care of the communication and
media relationships of Stam1na, in close collaboration with
the Sony representative.
Saikkonen recognizes his role in Stam1na as sort of a creative
mentor and motivator.

NEXT…
The relations

between Sakara and Stam1na, both in creative
and business issues, are subordinate to the personal
friendship between the members.
This has also lead to a kind of a “stand-by” management.
This gets realized for instance in high expectations in
managing crises and Saikkonen’s role as an acting generic
manager of the band, even though that is not his official role.
Hyyrynen summarizes his view about Saikkonen: “He is a
kind of supporting father figure. If we get to the staircase, he
nudges our backs. Upwards, not downwards.”
For Stam1na, externalizing the business side to Sakara and
other partners has outright enabled a focus on the creative
process.

The cases of Mokoma and Sakara as well as Stam1na’s
collaboration with Sakara suggest the importance of
keeping the creative processes and daily business
routines apart as much as possible.
Creative freedom and business effectiveness is ensured
particularly by distributed leadership and the division of
the roles – both within the core teams of the bands and
Sakara and their external collaborators.

More coming up…
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THANK YOU!

www.tonimattikarjalainen.info
www.modernheavymetal.net
toni-matti.karjalainen@aalto.fi
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